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The School Afternoon was Very Interesting
Ms Iskra Paseva Georgieva
Liuben Karavelov str.1A Stara Zagora 6000
Bulgaria
There were two interest groups - Misis Spark's art group and Mister Fleur's music group. The kids eat, play in
the yard or in the room, if the weather is bad, they write their homework, read, then play again, and it's quite fun. Misis
Spark and Mister Fleur are very kind and fun and all the kids loved them. There were 10 children in the art group: Peter,
Luisa, Zelinger, Kim, Snowell, Jason, Ivan, Shenkan and Fiona.
The match and other court games were over and it was time for homework. The children began to join the
school building. Peter tells Louis that he does not let them enter in their classroom and that they will not write
homework today.
-Go to your room!-he said
Louise, Kim and Zelinger grabbed their bags and walked slowly down the hall to their classroom, which was at
the bottom of the hall.
Misis Spark greeted them terrified and she told them to return to the classroom. They didn’t want to anger her, so the
children listened to her. They walked into the classroom and immediately prompted a dispute. Zelinger was crying
because Kim was sitting in her place. Kim said indignantly that she did not buy this place, if it was her place, she would
have to pay 10 pounds.
“Everyone, sit down please! Misis Spark said. Zelinger was crying, Kim looked frowning. Snowell said sternly, "Hey,
Misis Spark, why are you crying the child!"
To refresh the situation and because Easter approaches, Misis Spark decided to paint eggs. She prepared the
materials and she said that when they finished their homework, they would receive a prize.
One hours ago the students read their lesson and they wrote their exercises. Everyone were around Misis
Spark's desk for tasks, and with her help, the students solved the tasks.
Everything was fine, but Diabolo came into the room and shouted:
-Everyone sit down!
Diabolo was a school cashier, but she also performed many other functions, most notably screaming and challenging
students for reason and not reason.
Louise said, "Hey, this woman is very bad!"
Diabolo looked at her darkly and she left the room.
Then the kids went out to play, but the ball flew over the fence again. Shenkan entered in the shallow river to
take the ball and deliberately plunged into the water as he sat on his knees. Spring was in full swing and he decided to
take a bath. He resembled the character of Charles Dickens and actually he lived with his parents in a small cottage. It
came out all wet like a wet kitten. Misis Spark sighed and told him to go home to change his clothes, and Shenkan
asked her if does they are drying clothes at school, but at what school they are clothes, this was not a shop.
But of course he didn’t want to hear her go home and leave the game unfinished, so he left his T-shirt on the fence to
dry and he continued to play.
Suddenly it is pouring rain.
Misis Spark wondered why everyone was out in the rain. The students turned back, but looked curiously at Shenkan,
who bent his head under the gutter and vigorously washed her hair under the heavy flow of rain water.
Ivan took the keys from the door. Aunt Dorston, who was involved in school hygiene was angry. Ivan
waved the keys with one hand and dropped them to the floor. Then Aunt Dorton deftly approached them, and the
villain tried to retrieve them without success. Then Ivan lay down on the floor crying because he pretended to hurt his
hand.
-Come on, Ivan, as long as you play a theater!, Misis Dorston pointed at the long broomstick..
Ivan felt guilty because at the beginning of the school year, in an innocent game, Kim fell to the ground and
hit her hand.
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It has been healing for almost a month.
And with the support of her parents, she has been away for a month to rest properly. I don’t know why she had to rest
so much after she hadn’t worked hard to study.
Only Jason was an excellent student who always reads additional literature.
The others were average beauty.
But Shenkak was the weakest student, always without homework, he was punished to write homework after hours, just
when it was the most interesting and the bother students were playing outside.
At noon, the teachers left the school.
Misis Spark and Mister Fleur remained interested in activities, self-study and organized recreation and sports.
Stronger, Strawberry, Angel and Marlenne were waiting for the bus at the bus station.
The mayor giggled and said,
-Oh, what was that noise today? Some punch. If you lose a student, you will look for in my office. ...
As we said, the school was located on the second floor of the building, and the first was the Town Hall.
Louisa, Kim and Zelinger wanted to get back into the room but could barely open the door because Ivan was
holding the handle inside. Mrs. Spark started to open the door to make sure no one was left in the hallway and the
handle remained in her hand.
Misis. Spark call Diobolo to come help, because she couldn’t open the door without a handle. Then Diabolo came in
red angle.
She said the students were intolerable and that such a miracle had never been seen in her life.
Spark counted the students and she saw that Costner missing and he missing because Giovanni hit him with the ball
while he was in school, and he went home crying to bring his mother.
It was the end of the school year and the last exams had passed. The tests were checked and the results did
not surprise anyone. Ivan also received a note in his notebook: "The student is noisy, undisciplined, beats his
companions."
His father came to the school with displeasure, looking frowning, but Ivan explained that he always looked
that way.
Louise and Joshua were excellent and well behaved. They also received awards: Fulmasters.
The other students were cunning and they had to take an example from them.
Afternoon Rumfield police attended classes to warn children to be careful during the summer holidays, to look
out for care as they cross the street, not to bathe in unguarded water basins, to not to enter in the river running through
the village. He said children could turn to him as a friend for any questions.
In the last phrase, Diabolo frowned, and then she hissed angrily down the hall.
“Ah, friends with students?!?!?!No, no and no!”
Diabolo, who was of the old conservative generation living on the principle:
"There must be fear and submission to the superiors, and paralyzing fear, so as not to make the slightest change in
social roles. ”but today, children learn about equality and friendship.
Rurnfield police showed the movie an interesting tale the two goats that fell from the bridge into the river because they
didn’t back down. Proud, bad and incorrigible.
Children should not be like them according to this fairy tale.
The nurse came up with a big magnifying glass like Sherlock Holmes. Everyone gathered in the big room and
listened to the lecture that, that summer is coming, which is game time, but everyone should forget about bathing in the
river, and under no circumstances should they go alone, because there will be no one to help them.
And the dangers are innumerable…
What could happen in the river, where the water reached the ankles and, on rare rainy days, the knees.
She said they should not step in the murky waters because they could step on a sharp stone or rubbish.
There are still people who throw garbage into the river and care for the environment and put our health at risk.
All children received gifts for summer vacation. Spark and the other teachers received a rose from Ivan.
He tore the roses from an abandoned garden, but it was a very nice gesture.
Diabolo gave each teacher who wanted five snails. Spark, who lived in a one-bedroom apartment and still she
had no cat, was happy to get even two snails. She assured her colleagues that she would not make them into soup.
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For the Holiday of the letters, everyone was dressed in their holiday clothes and they were going around the school.
The tour ended on the square next to the Warrior's Monument with the horse. There the students left flowers.
There on stage the children sang songs, said poems and playing scenes. This year the stage played a
contemporary version of Grandpa and Turnips". In normal history, the whole family was pulling turnips, but misis
Spark gave modern roles in which everyone, even the dog and the cat, found excuses for not helping.
As if laziness is a value. It was fun and everyone was having fun.
Scenkan and Zelinger had come to play in the garden next to the school, and Misis Spark saw them lower into
their slippers, doubling the size of their feet, just like fins. She grabbed four pairs of sneakers from her locker and she
rushed to give them.
Spark had bought them the previous day at a bargain price from Old City.
Iven got red sneakers and Jason got red sneakers, the most modern of the day and convenient for summer games.
A bag of clothes and shoes-it was a good gift for the poor children, but it won’t change their lives forever.
However, the small details are the ones that bring happiness. How happy are you if you have nothing to wear?
The certificates were presented with prizes.
Only peter and Fiona didn’t need to improve their skills and abilities.
The most students needed improvement in discipline, motivation for learns lessons and homework.
Five years ago, Spark moved from the small town to the big city and in her own home. Studio, one room,
on the 9th floor, offering magnificent mountain views. Five years ago, Spark moved from the small town to the big city
and in his own home. The sense of space gaves her a sense of freedom, happiness, joy, sincerity and openness, which
allows her to be creative in her work.
Although he was clearly aware that every artist was vulnerable because she was sincere and sensitive. And
happy people are creative, cheerful, their brain is unloaded, flawless and they have the opportunity to make an action
Plan. Spark is currently implementing plan C, unfortunately not the best, but better than nothing.
The first plan was: Working as a lawyer with French, English and Italian.
The second plan was: Working as model or politician with French, English and Italian.
And the third plan C included: working as a teacher with French, English and Italian.
In any case, in order to remain as a teacher, you need to develop the skills of a politician and a model. So, it
can be said that preparing for the three plans really worked.
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